Before clicking on any of the below links, please open eLibrary and MAS Ultra so that the links below will open easily.

Teenage Brain Development

The latest on your brain

The developing teenage brain

Teens and decision-making: what brain science reveals

Grab the teenage window of opportunity

Making sense of the teenage brain (parent viewpoint)

“Wiring” your brain

Teenage Mental Health

Positive futures

Number of teens with psychological distress rising at alarming rate

Kids and tech: whose responsibility is it anyway?

Kid can’t cope?

Is life today bad for teens?: Headlines claim our teenagers are in the midst of a mental health crisis. The reality is far more complex, says Clare Wilson

Teenage Identity Cultivation

Midnight Conversations (short story)

When boys would rather not be boys

Agender angst

Social Support Networks for LGBT Young Adults: Low Cost Strategies for Positive Adjustment
Effect of Family and Friend Support on LGB Youths’ Mental Health and Sexual Orientation Milestones

Teenage Social Concerns/Challenges of Being a Modern Teen

Is life today bad for teens?: Headlines claim our teenagers are in the midst of a mental health crisis. The reality is far more complex, says Clare Wilson.

The teenage brain on weed

EMPOWERING: GIRLS TO WITHSTAND CYBERBULLYING

The Death of the Summer Job

The Kids Are Not All Right